
  
 

Dear Residents and Family Members 

 

Today, on this Day 330 of our COVID efforts, I’d like to offer a quick reminder about  

TOMORROW’S COVID-19 VACCINATION CLINIC! 

 

Families:  Residents have been provided updates at their doors as to what to expect for 

tomorrow’s clinic.    Staff is excited to be part of this big effort in providing a great 

many “2nd shots” to our residents and staff.  Some, who missed the First Shots on 

January 15, will receive their “firsts” tomorrow as well.  

 

We are thrilled to have been able to deliver this welcome service to the vast majority 

of our residents and staff.   And we are eager for everyone in our circle to have been 

vaccinated.   Because we know that it will take some time, we are going to continue to 

use our precautions and protocols to make sure that everyone stays safe and healthy. 

 

WHAT’S NEXT? 

We are initiating our discussions among the PTeam as to how to start to “re-open”. 

We anticipate that we will be re-introducing some of our programming in the coming 

weeks.   We are mindful about spaces, social distancing, and continuing to watch 

what is happening in the community at large.     

 

We are starting to hear from DHHS as to how to address social engagement and 

communal dining at the Assisted Living level of service.   We are relying on some of 

that guidance in establishing our plans for our Independent Living program as well. 

And, we will use the results of this week’s Surveillance Testing of our Assisted 

Living residents and our entire staff to inform us as to starting the discussion of 

reopening the Main Dining Room as well.   

 

We hope that everyone enjoys this weekend’s Super Bowl game.   And we hope that 

watch parties and Super Bowl events won’t represent any surge in our community; 

and we certainly hope that it doesn’t create any new cases in our Park Danforth 

community. However, if we should find that positivity rates surge in the coming 

weeks, we will modulate our plans accordingly.    Please enjoy the game safely!! 

 

NEW SUBJECT:  Reopening of the Parking Garage  (see over) 
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NEW SUBJECT:  Reopening of the Parking Garage 

We heard today that the target date for start of repairs is Tuesday, February 9.   The 

delay was caused by this week’s Nor’Easter, causing the interruption in shipment of 

parts.   We apologize for the delay.  And we appreciate your understanding and 

patience.    

 

I will be back with an update no later than Monday as to the results of this week’s 

Surveillance Testing, and to celebrate tomorrow’s success!     

Of course, I’ll be in touch sooner if there is something to report with urgency. 

 

In the meantime, and as always, I want to thank you for all you continue to do to keep 

each other safe and healthy!   And, thank you for the gratitude you express!     

 

Until next time,   

Be well     

 

 

~~  Denise and the Preparedness Team 


